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HOST-PLANT RESISTANCE 

 

 

A physiological deviation from the normal functioning of the organism i.e. the crop plant caused 

by pathogenic organisms is called plant disease.  

The inherent ability of an organism i.e. the crop plant to resist or withstand the pathogen is called 

plant/host resistance.  

Or, the ability of an organism to exclude or overcome, completely or in some degree, the effect of 

a pathogen or other damaging factor is called resistance. Resistance may be two types of one is 

Vertical resistance and another is Horizontal Resistance.  

Vertical resistance (VR)  

Van der Plank (1960) has discussed the whole issue of disease resistance in a different perspective. 

He calls the unstable and often complete type of resistance as vertical resistance and the more stable 

but somewhat incomplete resistance as horizontal resistance. When host resistance to some races 

of a pathogen is more than to other races, it is called Vertical Resistance. It is also called 

perpendicular resistance, physiological resistance, seedling resistance, hypersensitivity, race 

specific resistance or qualitative resistance. As it is conditioned by one or a few genes, it is called 

major gene or monogenic of oligogenic resistance.  

Horizontal resistance (HR)  

When host resistance to more than one race of the pathogen or to many or all races of the pathogen 

is called Horizontal Resistance. It is non-specific resistance governed by polygenes. It is severally 

termed as non-specific, general, polygenic, minor gene, mature plant, adult, quantitative resistance, 

partial or field resistance or tolerance. HR causes reduction in the number and rate of sporulation 

of the pathogen on the host and slowdown the infection rate. HR includes tolerance slow 

development of disease, escape and exclusion mechanisms besides hypersensitive reaction.  

Pathogenicity is the ability of a pathogen to attack a host. Pathogenicity includes virulence and 

aggressiveness. Virulent strains of pathogen cause much severe symptoms of the disease and they 

carry the virulence gene that enables it to attack a particular host genotype. Virulence is due to the 

action of one or a few genes. An aggressive strain of a pathogen causes severe disease on all the 

host genotypes which they are able to attack and aggressiveness is polygenically inherited.  

Host – Pathogen relationship: A disease is the result of an interaction of genes governing resistance 

in the host with those governing pathogenicity in the pathogen. The resistance of a crop to a 

physiological race of the pathogen depends not only on the genotype of the host for resistance, but 

also upon the genotype of the pathogen for virulence or aggressiveness.  

Flor (1942-1956) proposed the gene-for-gene hypothesis. According to him “For each resistance 

gene in the host there is a corresponding gene for avirulence in the pathogen conferring resistance 

and vice versa”. 
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Methods of breeding for disease resistance  

The methods of breeding varieties resistant to diseases do not differ greatly from those adopted for 

other characters. The following methods are used:  

1. Introduction,  

2. Selection,  

3. Hybridization followed by selection  

4. Back cross method  

5. Induced mutagenesis  

6. Development of multiline and  

7. Tissue culture techniques  

 

Introduction  

It is a very simple and inexpensive method. Varieties resistant to a particular disease elsewhere may 

be thoroughly tested in the regions in which they are proposed to be introduced. Their yield 

performance and disease resistance should be confirmed by large scale cultivation. It is possible 

that a variety resistant in one region need not be resistant in another region due to variation in the 

physiological race of the pathogen or due to a much different agro-climatic condition in the new 

location.  

Selection  

This is better method than introduction and has more chances of success in obtaining disease-

resistant plants. The work of selection is carried out either in the naturally infected fields under field 

conditions or under artificially inoculated conditions. The resistance in such individuals will occur 

in nature by mutation. To ensure the resistant character of a plant, large population of crop plant 

may be exposed to the attack of pathogen under artificial conditions and the non-infected plants 

may be chosen.  

Hybridization  

When selection of resistant varieties is not feasible, resistant varieties may be evolved by crossing 

the susceptible popular variety with resistant wild variety where in the resistant gene or genes 

transferred into the genetic makeup of susceptible variety. Very often the F1 from crosses may be 

resistant but carry the other undesirable qualities of the resistant parent. The bad qualities are 

removed by several back crossing of F1 with the susceptible parent may ultimately yield a resistant 

progeny with good agronomic characteristics.   

Under certain circumstances pedigree or bulk method of selection is followed to obtain a resistant 

variety. In this method, the crosses are made till F2 population is got. Selections are made in F2 

generation for superior genetic traits including disease resistance. By continued selfing, selections 

are made through F3 to F5 or F6 generations and the best variety is selected. This method is suited 

for small grains and beans but unsuited to fruits and vegetables.  

Back cross method  

Back cross method is widely used to transfer disease resistance from wild species. Wild species are 

rice sources of disease resistance. Interspecific hybridization is made to transfer the gene or genes 

for resistance to the cultivated species. Resistance to grassy stunt virus from Oryza nivara to O. 

sativa, late blight resistance from Solanum demissum to cultivated potato, rust resistance from 

durum to aestivum wheat are some of the examples involving interspecific hybridization. 
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Depending upon the number of genes governing resistance and the nature of the gene, whether 

dominant or recessive, the procedure varies. The number of back crosses to the cultivated species 

may be five to six. Once the back cross progeny resemble the cultivated parent, then they are selfed 

and segregating progeny screened for disease resistance.   

Induced mutagenesis  

While following mutation breeding for disease resistance, a large number of mutation progeny 

should be produced and screened under artificial epiphytotic condition to select resistant plants. 

MCU10 cotton, a resistant variety to bacterial blight was evolved in Tamil Nadu by subjecting seeds 

of a susceptible variety CO4 to gamma rays followed by rigorous screening and selection  

Development of multiline 

The concept of multiline was first suggested by Jensen (1952) and developed by Borlaug (1959) 

for evolving multiline varieties to resist stem rust in wheat. A multiline variety is a composite of 

genetically similar lines, except that each line possesses a different gene for resistance to the 

pathogen.   

Tissue culture technique  

Tissue culture techniques to produce somaclonal variation for disease are developed in different 

crops. Somaclonal variations for disease resistance are reported in Zea mays for Drechslera maydis 

race T-toxin resistance, in Brassica napus for resistance/tolerance to Phoma lingam, early and late 

blight resistance in potato, Pseudomonas and Alternaria resistance in tobacco, besides smut and 

rust disease resistance in sugarcane. 


